Abstract-Based on the UML state diagram it can model the reactive system which is event-driven exactly and elaborately. Building a system model from the top level using the UML state diagram model has many advantages, such as reusability, maintainability, interactively, etc. Although there are some mainstream commercial modelling tools supporting code generation from diagram model, most of the generated code frameworks are OO (object-oriented) and could not satisfy the resource constraint in the real-time embedded system [1]. In the embedded system software, there are lots of reusable public service codes, we design and realize a real-time framework using the reusable code. By implementing an operating system encapsulated layer based on the real-time framework, we achieve the objective of developing application software independent of the target platform, and making the generated code be capable of cross-platform capability. Based on the real-time framework and the characteristic of state diagram, we designs and implements an algorithm for generating code automatically and a real-time framework of state machine [2], which are all verified by the engineering project.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1997 OMG(Object Management Group) released the UML, there are many software modelling tools such as Microsoft's Visio, IBM's Rational Rose and Rational Rhapsody, etc. Now days existing many kinds of diagram modelling software of UML, which have large function, complex interfaces and are specific to the OO development process almost all of them satisfy the whole standard of UML. Our development of embedded software is more specific to procedure-oriented [3] . The tools existing could not satisfy our requirements, so, developing a diagram modelling software which is fit for resource constrain embedded software has practical significance. This paper designs and implements a diagram modelling tool, which bases on the standard of UML state diagram, applying the plug-ins technology of Eclipse and GEF. The tool realizes some functions such as modelling, item management, document management, project wizard, exporting mages, etc. It uses the patterns of MVC and the given algorithm exporting the XML models for generating code automatically. In this article, firstly describing the relevant technologies, secondly designing the modelling tool, then providing the key part, lastly giving the test and conclusion.
II. STATE MACHINE REAL-TIME FRAMEWORK
The RTF (real time framework) is regarded as a middleware, existing between user application and target platform [4] . Figure. 1. shows the overall hierarchical structure. The RTF shield the difference of different target platform, providing the unified OO interfaces. It is not need to consider the difference of the platform when analysing user and designing the application, but concentrate on the design and implement of the software's function. The application's objects and events will be mapped to the relevant part of the RTF, which will be used to access resource and call relevant operation [5] . RTF uses Operation System Encapsulated Layer (OSEL) to call on the resources and services of the target system. Many other cross-platform software used this method too. In Figure. (1) Operation System Interface Layer (OSIL): OSIL provides the unified interfaces for the upper layer of RTF and the RTOS application. Adopting these interfaces, it is not need to consider the differences of the operation system. For example, adopting function OSTaskCreate() to create a new task, adopting function OSTaskDestory() to destroy an active task. The function's implementation is related to the operation system.
(2) Operation System Adaptation Layer (OSAL): the interfaces the OSIL provides is implemented by the OSAL. Designing different adaptation for the specific operation system. Such as in the VxWorks, the implementation of the function OSTaskCreate() calls for the VxWorks' system call taskSpawn(). So the differences of the system's basement are shielded by the adaptation layer.
The layer upper OSEL is the key part of the RTF, including task management module, event management module, timeout management module, etc. RTF is designed and implemented by the object-oriented approach, so these modules are classes, cooperate to achieve functional [6] .
To meet the needs of developing different kinds of realtime software, RTF provides two methods for Allocating memory, dynamic allocation and static allocation. The C language function malloc() and free() are used for dynamic allocation and RTF uses static memory pool to manage the static memory allocation.
III. BASED ON STATE DIAGRAM TO GENERATE CODE
Almost all the real-time software are responsive, that is event-driven. So the state diagram is the best choice for describing the dynamic characteristic of the instance. All the users who used the state diagram modelling inherits the RTF frame of responsive class Reactive. Task class receive the event, then call on the class Reactive. The event call on method dispatchEvent(void* me, Event* ev) to handle the event. Figure. 3 . Shows a simple state modelling of object Car. Every node in the state machine has a state handler indicates that the reactive movement when the event happens. The function has two parameters, the first is a pointer points to the object, the other is a pointer points to the event.
Type def UINT32 (*stateHandler) (void* me, const Event* ev); Every function bases on the event ID to choose the related branch, the event including user event and predefine event. The predefine event includes entry, exit, init, null. According to the action, reaction, transition to choose the module, there are if-else and guard condition in some switch branches.
For distributing the event of the object, there is an UINT32 member activeState in the object struct to state the object's state id which is changed all the time. The activeState is the bottom active id. Every state has a function to tell whether the state is active. The proof is to tell the activeState whether is its or not. The function dispathEvent() handles the appointed event, an object may has many dispathEvent(), and a container state has one dispathEvent(). The object's state is regarded as an rootState, the function is rootState_dispathEvent(). The whole object's event distributing is accomplished by disoathEvent(). The process of dispathEvent is shown in Figure. When rootState_dispatchEvent return the value TRAN presents the state will transfer. If the target state is a container state or there is a null transfer, the state will be transfer again. The object's function taskEvent() get the rootState_dispatchEvent()'s return value, using init and null event to drive the state machine until the object turn in a stable state.
When the object's state has changed, all the state will be executed on the path. For example in Figure. 5. , the movement sequence is: firstly, executing state B_exit, secondly, executing A_exit, thirdly, executing tran(), then, executing C_entry(), at last, executing D_entry(). Because all the state machine's state node is stored as a treestat, the compute is begin from the source state S transfer to target state T, and the action sequence is: firstly, call on the exitActions to save all the state, then, call on the entryActions to store the entry state. The key part of the process is find the first ancestral state node P of the source state node S and target state node T. Along the path from P to S, putting all the pointer of exit movement to the array exitActions. Then along the path form T to P, putting all the pointer of entry movement to the array entryActions. At last, calling on the function in array exitActions is sequence to transfer, and then, calling on the function in array entryActions is revered order. The whole process is shown in Figure. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on RTF to realize the software transportation and reusing. Through packaging the difference of the real time system, user could not consider the difference of the target platform, but to concrete on the design of the function and action. RTF provides many date structure and code for embedded application. This paper implements the RTF and the state diagram algorithm for generating code automatically. Verifying them in the engineering project application.
